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Years of Study and Directions of Research during the Interwar
Period
Zoﬁa Lissa (born in Lvov, now Lviv, on 19th October 1908 and died in Warsaw
on 26th March 1980), has an impressive record of achievement in the ﬁeld of
musicology, in which her publications relating to music aesthetics take pride
of place. They can be described as pioneering in the full sense of the word,
opening, as they did, perspectives on thinking about music previously unknown in Poland. At the same time, they made a signiﬁcant contribution to
music aesthetics worldwide, as illustrated not only by the numerous translations of her works into foreign languages, but also by the prestigious International Music Council Prize, awarded to her in 1979, a year before her death.
To appreciate fully the range and the signiﬁcance of her ideas on music and
aesthetics, one needs to go back to the beginning of her academic career and
her early research. She received a thorough practical grounding at Lvov Conservatory, where she studied piano and theory of music. During the years
1924–1929 she studied musicology under Adolf Chybiński (b. 29th April 1880
in Kraków, d. 31st October 1952 in Poznań), one of the Nestors of that discipline in Poland. Having received his habilitation degree in 1912 at the John
Casimir University in Lvov, Chybiński headed the Musicology Section there
during the years 1913–1941. Even as a student, Zoﬁa Lissa demonstrated the
wide range of her interests. While studying strictly musicological subjects,
she also attended lectures by the leading representatives of the Lvov school
of philosophy and aesthetics — Kazimierz Twardowski and Roman Ingarden, as well as classes in psychology and history of art. This wide-ranging
knowledge, acquired during her years as a student, bore fruit in the form of
an inter-disciplinary approach to musicology. The main object of interest in
this approach, a musical composition, was treated by her as part of a broad
humanist perspective, deﬁned on the one extreme by philosophy, and on the
other by the psychology of perception. Her sociological conception of music,
which stressed the changing conditions and functions of music creation in
diﬀerent epochs, also matured quite early.
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Lissa became an active research scholar immediately on the completion
of her studies, following her Ph.D. on the harmonic system of Alexander
Scriabin (Lissa 1930: 36), presented in 1929. Her works from the 1930s can be
perceived as a kind of whole, in which one can discern both the directions
of her explorations, and the inﬂuence of the reading which lay behind them.
This relatively little-known part of her works is interesting in all its aspects,
primarily because it shows Lissa’s scholarly proﬁle free from associations
with ideology which — for reasons best known to herself — she decided to
strengthen during the early 1950s, entering the area of dogmatic MarxismLeninism in the footsteps of authors from what was the USSR at that time.
A glance at Lissa’s pre-war legacy inclines one to conclude that her musicalaesthetic explorations stemmed from an interest in the empirical nature of
the aesthetic experience, and, more precisely, in the psychology of perception, with particular focus on one chosen area, namely the perceptual experience of a child. From 1930, she published a number of articles on that
subject,1 in which, on the basis of her own work with the pupils at the Karol
Szymanowski Conservatory in Lvov, and the Fryderyk Chopin Music School
there, she discussed the signiﬁcance of music in the development of a child’s
personality, types of reactions to music which were speciﬁc to children, children’s creativity in that area and, ﬁnally, she formulated criteria for a system
of musical education. From 1934 she led, at the Institute of Psychology in
Lvov (then a leading research centre in Poland), in-depth research into the
musicality of children and young people,2 and the mechanisms of music perception.
Lissa’s groundbreaking studies on the psychology of children and young
people resulted in a book which she wrote together with Stefan Szuman,
published immediately after the war under the title Jak słuchać muzyki [How
to Listen to Music] (Szuman and Lissa 1948). This, however, does not exhaust
her pre-war activities in the area of music aesthetics. An early article, pub1

2

The theme of a multi-aspectual approach to the musical psychology of a child is decidedly
dominant among other issues taken up by Lissa during the years after completing her musicological
studies and obtaining her doctorate, i.e., 1930–1935. The following articles date from that period:
Lissa 1930a, 1931, 1931a, 1931b, 1931c, 1933, 1934, 1934a.
See Lissa 1935, 1936.
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lished in 1930, ‘O społecznym znaczeniu muzyki w historii ludzkości’ [On
the Social Signiﬁcance of Music in the History of Humanity], points to a new
direction of research, on the border of aesthetics and sociology of music,
which she initiated at that time (Lissa 1930b). This text was the ﬁrst to signal
her interest in a sociological approach: seeing music in the wider context of
culture, through the prism of social processes taking place within it.3
Other areas of Lissa’s research interests prior to 1939, which demonstrate
her receptiveness to manifestations of the then newly rising phenomenon of
mass culture, include the new media of radio and ﬁlm. Her works on these
subjects (Lissa 1932, 1932a, 1934b), devoted both to the signiﬁcance of these
two media for music transmission and, in the case of ﬁlm, to the musical
and aesthetic functions related to the structure of a ﬁlm narrative, are striking in their intuitive understanding and perceptiveness. This is particularly
apparent when one bears in mind that, in Polish culture of that period, both
radio and ﬁlm were only just beginning to enter the social domain. Suﬃce it
to say that the limited company ‘Polskie Radio’ began to broadcast a regular
programme in 1926, while ﬁlms with sound did not reach Poland on a popular scale until after 1930, owing to the eﬀorts of, among others, the artists
belonging to the ‘Start’ association, active during the years 1930–1934. Zoﬁa
Lissa was perfectly aware of the opportunities provided by these two new
media, seeing, particularly in the radio, a powerful tool for promoting musical culture. On the other hand, ﬁlms with sound inspired her to undertake
research into various functions of music in ﬁlms.4 These investigations resulted in a book titled Muzyka i ﬁlm. Studium z pogranicza ontologii, estetyki
i psychologii muzyki [Music and Film. A Study from the Borderland of Ontology,
Aesthetics and Psychology of Music] (Lissa 1937b). This was a groundbreaking
volume not only in Polish, but also in the world literature devoted to ﬁlms.
The originality of this work consisted in a multi-aspect approach to the status
3
4

Before the war, Lissa devoted two extensive articles to issues of sociology of music sensu stricto. See
Lissa 1937, 1937a.
Lissa’s early interest in ﬁlm music developed not only from pure intellectual curiosity or her
experiences as a ﬁlm goer, but also had other causes: near to her apartment in Lwów — as she
herself reminisced — was a ﬁlm montage workshop, from which she kept hearing soundtracks with
the accompanying music. This was extremely inspiring and undoubtedly provided her with much
research material.
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and function of ﬁlm music, analysed on the basis of principles which bring
to mind structuralist and semiological methods.
A work which stands out among Lissa’s other publications on music and
aesthetics during the interwar period is the extensive study ‘O komizmie
muzycznym’ [On Comicality in Music] (1938). It provides testimony not only
of the maturity of her scholarly skills, but above all of her ability to solve
independently a boldly stated problem, and thus also her inventiveness and
her interpretive skills.
The study of comicality, like the already mentioned Muzyka i ﬁlm [Music
and ﬁlm], although on a somewhat smaller scale owing to the range of the
subject, constitutes a synthetic approach which refers to manifestations of
comicality in particular kinds of music (from absolute, through programme
and vocal to ﬁlm music). The author included in her deliberations links between comicality and elements of musical construction, and the aesthetic experience of music. However, the signiﬁcance of that text, undoubtedly breaking new ground in the world literature at that time, lies not only in the multiaspectual view of the manifestations of musical comicality as an aesthetic
category, but also in the more subtle nature when compared to other forms
of art (visual and literary). Alongside a discussion of the essence of comicality in music, Lissa’s work takes up a more general issue — the question of
semantics of music. It is interesting that Lissa asked that question, in a sense,
in the margin of her deliberations about comicality in programme music, in
one of the middle chapters of that text.5
Her belief that music constitutes a meaningful message — that, in other
words, sound systems may fulﬁl intentional functions of a particular type,
was initially formed as an intuition which was diﬃcult to verify and gave
rise to a number of questions, which were initially left without answers. The
characteristic, searching state of consciousness in which the inner conviction
produces diverse solutions is conveyed by this fragment from ‘O słuchaniu
i rozumieniu utworów muzycznych’ [On Listening and Understanding of
Musical Works]:
5

See Lissa 1938: 45–52, chapter 7 — ‘Zagadnienie semantyczności i asemantyczności muzyki’ [The
Issue of Semantics or Non-Semantics in Music].
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In every area of research, at some time one reaches the point which is the boundary of
the unknown; one hits a wall which cannot be breached. In our area we reach that wall
when we begin to ask about the essence of that which everyone of us intuitively feels
in music, and which is diﬀerent from the sound structures alone. Whether, following
Kurth, we describe that ‘something’ as a tension of psychological energies, or adopt
Mersmann’s description of it as tectonic forces, or agree with Losyev that music together
with mathematics concern a subject of an ideal nature — none of these concepts or
the theories which accompany them explain the issue. And yet, the listener’s conscious
or subconscious intending towards that factor in a work of music is essential for the
aesthetic experience, just as, in order to experience aesthetically a literary work, it is
essential not only to understand individual words and sentences, but to look towards
that ﬁctional world which is revealed through these words and sentences. This does
not mean — I emphasise it again — that music contains a sphere of represented objects,
that sound structures should signify some objective content, the way that a painting
does. However, sound structures are an expression of a content which at present is not
susceptible to being investigated scientiﬁcally and made precise, but which the listener
apprehends intuitively (Lissa 1937c: 390–391).

Further, more concrete deliberations on the semantics of music are contained in Lissa’s text on comicality in music. She introduced there the concept of “representational structures” which, in her view, create the work’s
subject and deﬁne it as a whole. A particular case of representational structures was constituted, in her opinion, by symbolic representation, linked to
absolute music: more precisely, to what is known as expressive music where
the sound structures, in her words, “do not represent directly any expressed
content, but are simply its s y m b o l s” (Lissa 1938: 49). The point of reference for this thesis were the views of Ernst Cassirer (Cassirer 1927) and
Mieczysław Wallis (Wallis 1934: 17–19),6 which became for her the point of
departure for her own thesis based on a p a r t i c u l a r k i n d o f r e l a t i o n s h i p between the sound structure and the p s y c h o l o g i c a l
content.
While clearly following Ingarden in using the comparative method, Lissa
drew attention to the diﬀerent character of the function of representational
sound systems in comparison with representational objects in literature and
the visual arts. Belief in the presence of this diﬀerence allowed her to challenge Ingarden’s view of the representational function of music and to formulate her own, multi-layer conception of a work of music as early as 1938,
6

See also by the same author 1968.
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nearly 30 years prior to the publication of her ‘Uwagi o Ingardenowskiej
teorii dzieła muzycznego’ [Remarks on Ingarden’s Theory of the Work of
Music] (Lissa 1966: 95–113).
Valuable material, which gives one some idea of Lissa’s pre-war reading,
is provided by the numerous reviews of musicological studies, published by
her during the years 1929–1933 in the columns of Kwartalnik Muzyczny. The
issues examined in these studies were largely linked to issues in the psychology of music, then at the centre of Lissa’s research interests.7 Nevertheless,
among the books she reviewed we also ﬁnd writing devoted to questions
of a historical8 and aesthetic9 nature, to new music (Lissa 1930e), and the
new media (Lissa 1931e). Of particular signiﬁcance among these were two
of her reviews (see Lissa 1932b). The ﬁrst of them concerned Ernst Kurth’s
book Musikpsychologie (Kurth 1931), and the second, the book Zur Psychologie des musikalischen Gestaltens by Julius Bahle (Bahle 1930). Reading the ﬁrst
review leaves one in no doubt that Ernst Kurth’s approach was a powerful
inspiration in Lissa’s choice of research direction.
Many of her pre-war works indicate that she adopted Kurth’s methodological directive as her own, initiating, within Polish musicology, research
located midstream in one of the main psychological approaches of contemporary European musicology at that time, which has by now had a long tradition, with contributions by American scholars.10
Trying to guess the possible development of a scholar, and the research
prevented from being undertaken by the sudden turn of historical events,
will always remain in the sphere of speculation. Yet it is diﬃcult to dismiss
the idea that Zoﬁa Lissa’s academic path would have taken a quite diﬀerent direction were it not for the outbreak of the war. We may suppose that
she would have established her position in the area of psychologically oriented aesthetics of music, and would probably have participated in such
new trends as the fast-developing cognitive psychology. However, dramatic
7
8
9
10

See Zoﬁa Lissa reviews 1929, 1930, 1931, 1931a, 1931b, 1932, 1933.
See Lissa’s reviews 1930a, 1931c.
See Lissa’s reviews 1929a, 1930b, 1930c, 1930d, 1931d, 1932a.
A classic example from the Anglo-Saxon musicological literature inspired by Gestalt psychology is
(Leonard B. Meyer 1956).
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wartime events not only interrupted the highly promising development of
the young scholar but also took her away from the academic environment
for a number of years.

The War Years and the Decade 1945–1955
In the early period following the outbreak of war, after the Red Army entered Poland and occupied Lvov in September 1939, Lissa worked as music
editor at the radio station there, and then, from 1940, she was Dean of the
Department of Theory at Lvov Conservatory. After the Nazi invasion of the
USSR in June 1941 she was evacuated to Namangan (Uzbekistan), where she
taught the theory of music in a secondary music school. She then moved to
Moscow, and was one of the ﬁrst to join the Union of Polish Patriots in 1943. In
1945 she became the cultural attaché at the Polish embassy there. Joining the
milieu in which a communist government, imposed on Poland by Stalin (by
the Polish Committee of National Liberation manifesto issued in July 1944),
took shape, inevitably meant embracing the ideology at the core of its activity. Lissa’s left-wing sympathies were already becoming apparent while
she was still a student at the John Casimir University in Lwów;11 however,
when they became linked to a political choice, they turned unequivocally towards dogmatic Marxism-Leninism. It is impossible to resolve with certainty
the question of how far this ideological commitment resulted from her own
convictions, and to what extent it was motivated externally, i.e., by particular
aims or intentions. The fact remains that, after returning to Poland in 1947,
Lissa tied her academic activity to participation within the structures of the
communist ruling powers of that time. She became Deputy Director of the
Department of Music at the Ministry of Culture and Art in Warsaw which,
inevitably, placed her within the department administering Polish musical
production, and subject to the pressure of the doctrine of socialist realism, an
infamous example of which was the all-Poland conference in Łagów Lubuski
11

A form of evidence for these sympathies, which must have been witnessed by Adolf Chybiński at
the John Casimir University in Lvov, is provided by the text ‘Uwagi o metodzie marksistowskiej
w muzykologii’ [Remarks on the Marxist Method in Musicology] (1950).
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in 1949, preceded by the International Congress of Composers and Musicologists in Prague in May 1948.
The other domain in which Lissa became active after the war was academic
musicology; her achievements in this area involved both organisational and
academic work. She received her habilitation degree as a early as 1947, at
the Adam Mickiewicz University in Poznań, again under the academic supervision of Adolf Chybiński, who from 1945 until his death in 1952 headed
the Musicology Section there.12 The habilitation enabled her to undertake
eﬀective eﬀorts to create a Musicology Section at the University of Warsaw,
which happened in 1948. In this way both Adolf Chybiński and Zoﬁa Lissa
(together with Józef M. Chomiński) transferred, in a sense, the Lvov musicological tradition to two new centres: Poznań and Warsaw. The third centre,
in Cracow, survived the war cataclysm without major upheavals, and it was
there that Stefania Łobaczewska, another scholar previously associated with
musicology in Lvov, found employment.
Further stages in Zoﬁa Lissa’s academic career are marked by her being
awarded the title of associate professor in 1951, and full professorial status
in 1957. Shortly afterwards, in 1958, the Musicology Section of Warsaw University was given the status of Institute, and Lissa stayed as its director until
1975. It should be noted that, in spite of the ideological pressure exerted on
Polish tertiary education institutions during the early 1950s, from 1951 she
employed a priest, Father Hieronim Feicht, Ph.D. (1894–1967) in the Musicology Section, where that outstanding specialist on early Polish music lectured
until the end of his life.
The work which constitutes a bridge between Lissa’s pre-war studies of
music and aesthetics and those from the post-war period is her 1948 article
‘Czy muzyka jest sztuką asemantyczną’ [Is Music an A-semantic art?] (Lissa
1948). The beginning of that text shows that its author had entered the orbit
12

Professor Adolfa Chybiński’s eﬀective post-war activity in Poznań was undoubtedly a result of his
ﬁnding a modus vivendi in the new political reality. That eﬀectiveness (which must have involved
skilful manoeuvering in the new environment, during the most diﬃcult years of the Stalinist decade)
is conﬁrmed by the fact that he was honoured by the authorities with the Order of the Banner of
Work Class I in 1950, and State Prize Class I in 1951, as well as honorary membership of the Polish
Academy of Sciences. It is possible that Zoﬁa Lissa’s intervention was involved in these awards.
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of inﬂuence of Soviet thinking about music; that thinking, under the inﬂuence of Andrey Zhdanov’s doctrine,13 became the cutting edge of ruthless
criticism against all innovation in Western music, branding it as “formalism”.
However, in the introduction to her text Lissa gave h e r o w n interpretation of the term “formalistic music”, an interpretation devoid of the ideological exaggerations and intellectual simpliﬁcations which characterised Soviet
authors. This does not mean that she was an enthusiast of, as she put it, “the
compositional practice of contemporary composers”, but she criticised their
achievements from a strictly aesthetic point of view, in the form of a scholarly
discourse which had nothing to do with the “dispute about musical style in
the USSR” (Lissa 1948: 277), which she referred to only as if in passing (in
one sentence). Moreover, the initial statement about the crisis in European
music, linked to the work of the Second Viennese school in the twentieth
century, as well as the criticism of formalism, guided by the thesis that “the
means of artistic e x p r e s s i o n in music have become just that — the
means — giving up their function of e x p r e s s i n g” (Ibidem), imperceptibly became a lecture on her own aesthetic stance on the issue of semanticity
of music. This lecture — and this needs to be emphasised — refers directly
to the views she formulated before the war. This is conﬁrmed by numerous
parts of the text, in which the author restates, almost verbatim, the theses
formulated in the study (mentioned earlier) ‘O komizmie muzycznym’ [On
Comicality in Music] and in the article ‘O słuchaniu i rozumieniu utworów
muzycznych’ [On Listening to and Understanding Musical Compositions].
Here, however, we no longer ﬁnd the cognitive hesitations expressed by Lissa
in her pre-war works, nor any references to metaphysics. Moreover, even in
relation to such authors as A.W. Ambros or A. Schering, whose ideas might
support her semantic conception of music, in relation to the issue of symbolic representation, she decides that their theory did not seek ”[...] the close
causal relationships between musical phenomena and, heteronymous in re13

See Nicolas Slonimsky 1994, in particular the resolution of the Central Committee of the All-Union
Communist Party (b) dated 10 February 1948, pp. 1055–1057; A.A. Zhdanov’s speech at the
discussion at the General Congress of Soviet Composers in Moscow, 17–26 February 1948, pp.
1057–1058; the declaration of the Second International Congress of Composers and Musicologists in
Prague, 29 May 1948, p. 1068.
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lation to them, events in social, economic and general cultural life” (Lissa
1948). Signiﬁcantly, among these references we no longer ﬁnd the “most diverse forms of human expression”, which before the war provided the basis
for deliberations on the subject of representational structures.
The period 1950–1954 constituted a special phase in Zoﬁa Lissa’s academic
activity, marked by the ideological and political choices she made earlier.
During that time she published a number of works on music and aesthetics,
in which the common ideological denominator was Marxism-Leninism in its
dogmatic, simplistic form as provided by Soviet ideologues led by Zhdanov
and Stalin himself.14 With all their borrowings, as well as epistemological
and methodological stereotypes, Lissa’s works from the early 1950s still bore
a trace of her pre-war experiences: they were, after all, written by a scholar
acquainted with the “bourgeois” methodology, which had nothing in common with dialectical materialism or Leninist theory of reﬂection, and which
by then was beyond the pale. What made the situation paradoxical was the
fact that, while expressing the belief that music is capable not only of reﬂecting the surrounding reality (more precisely, the processes of social change),
but also of becoming a tool in the service of “progressive” ideology, Lissa
herself had lived through quite diﬀerent aesthetic experiences, related to the
conception of music as a meaningful message, which becomes real in the act
of perception as interpreted by gestalt psychology. Clearly, these experiences
could never be reconciled with the Marxist-Leninist ideological orientation.
For this reason in her works from the period 1950–1955 she could not avoid
simpliﬁcations in the description of the relationships between music and reality and, resulting from these, in the description of the intermediaries between these two spheres.
Lissa’s publications from that period, which provide a peculiar testimony
of reﬂection on music linked with premises and aims of an ideological char14

These include: Lissa 1950, 1950a, 1951, 1953, 1953a, 1953b, 1954, 1955. It is worth mentioning that,
parallel to that unequivocally committed scholarly activity, during the years 1949–1952 Lissa edited
a number of collections of Soviet songs, including Pieśni o Stalinie [Songs about Stalin] (Czytelnik,
Warsaw 1949, 13 issues). It seems ironic that the reviewer of Sovetskaya Muzyka, writing under the
initials G.M., while praising the collection 25 Pieśni radzieckich [25 Soviet Songs] edited by Lissa
(Warsaw [Współpraca] 1949), at the same time reproached her for omitting the Anthem of the Soviet
Union and... songs about Stalin. See Monko-Ejgenberg 2008:16.
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acter, have not as yet been subjected to in-depth research.15 The ideological
message of these texts corresponded to the cultural policy of the authorities at that time, and Lissa had to apply them in real life in her managerial capacity at the Department of Music of the Ministry of Culture and Art.
Her works on aesthetics at that time were closely associated with the principles of socialist realism, formulated to address all members of the creative
arts community; nevertheless one may suppose that her pre-war experiences
were suﬃciently grounded within her judgment to awaken inner criticism
towards these political rules, imposed from the outside and accepted initially in an atmosphere of pressured propaganda. While it would be diﬃcult
to justify intellectual opportunism resulting, after all, from one’s own, personal choices — and this applies to all similar situations — it would also be
diﬃcult to apply the same measure to all of Lissa’s works which bear the
imprint of ideology.

Directions of Research during the 1960s and 1970s
In 1956 Zoﬁa Lissa critically evaluated her work during the previous decade,
and distanced herself from the dogmatically understood ideology of socialist
realism. This, however, did not mean abandoning some of the aspects of the
Marxist method, particularly viewing music in its social aspect, in the context
of historical development. It is from this perspective, freed (and this needs
stressing!) from ideological pressures and simpliﬁcations, that she examines
a number of issues in aesthetics, including the one of historically changing
reception and understanding of music. Her works in this area, among them
the article ‘O historycznej zmienności percepcji muzycznej’ [On Historical
Changeability in the Perception of Music] (see Lissa 1959), as well as the text
15

It is only relatively recently that Polish musicological literature has begun to discuss the issue of the
relationship between music, ideology and politics. See Gąsiorowska 1994, Jabłoński and Tatarska
1996, Gwizdalanka 1999, Socrealizm? 2002. Opinions about Zoﬁa Lissa’s works from the ﬁrst half of
the 1950s have been formulated by: Polony 1991 (particularly chapter 9 — ‘O sporze z estetyką
socrealizmu i marksistowsko-stalinowskim projekcie muzykologii’ [The Argument with Social
Realist Aesthetics and the Project of Marxist-Leninist Musicology], pp. 277–306), Polony 1996: 46–47
and Helman 2004: 197–200.
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‘Recepcja muzyczna jako współczynnik historii muzyki’ [Reception of Music as a Co-factor in the History of Music] (Lissa 1975b: 114–133), belong to
the general theory of reception which — inspired by works from literature
studies — developed in musicology during the second half of the twentieth
century, largely owing to the works of Carl Dahlhaus (see Dahlhaus 1977).16
The 1960s and 1970s saw the mature period of Zoﬁa Lissa’s writing on
music and aesthetics. The works which particularly stand out during that
time are those devoted to the ontology of a work of music, with the polemical text ‘Uwagi o Ingardenowskiej teorii dzieła muzycznego’ [Remarks on
Ingarden’s Theory of the Work of Music] being of prime signiﬁcance. The
point of departure for this polemic was Lissa’s questioning of Ingarden’s position, which assumed a distinction between performance as a concretisation
of a musical composition, and the status of such a work understood as an
intentional object. Questioning the universality of this thesis, Lissa reached
for the then newest creative domain, electronic music, showing that a performance of an electronic composition is not only forever i d e n t i f i e d
w i t h its recording,17 but — more than that — the composition in such a
case acquires a single, unchanging shape. Roman Ingarden published his reply, ‘Uwagi do Uwag Zoﬁi Lissy’ [Remarks on Remarks by Zoﬁa Lissa] in the
same issue of Studia Estetyczne which published Lissa’s text (Ingarden 1966:
115–128). In responding to her remarks on the special status of an electronic
composition he did admit that his own remarks related to “objects within
the range of experience” (Ingarden 1966: 115),18 but he tried to demonstrate,
with a high degree of determination, that his stance was conﬁrmed also in relation to electronic works. However, one has the impression that Ingarden’s
arguments were not fully adequate to explain the speciﬁc properties of an
electronic work, since neither its performance nor its score correspond in
essence to the performance and recording of a traditional work. In defending the diﬀerences in the performance of an electronic work by analogy to
16
17

18

Particularly chapter 10 — ‘Probleme der Rezeptionsgeschichte,’ pp. 238–259.
The only medium which made that recording possible was magnetic tape, hence alongside the term
“electronic music” there also functioned the term “music for tape” (nowadays this type of
composition is described as “electro-acoustic music”).
The examples quoted by Ingarden fall into the classical-romantic tradition.
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the performance of an instrumental work, Ingarden seems to have missed the
fundamental divergence between a live musical performance and r e p r o d u c i n g a composition through speakers: the acoustic diﬀerences resulting from the quality of the reproduction equipment cannot be compared to
diﬀerent interpretations by musicians performing an instrumental or vocal
work. In the ﬁrst case we can only speak of purely acoustic diﬀerences, while
in the second case the diﬀerences concern a much wider range of co-factors
which make up a performance. For similar reasons, one cannot identify the
score of an electronic work with traditional notation. The speciﬁc character
of an electronic score, which in any case is not always made available by the
composer, consists in it being a r e a l i s a t i o n score, which strictly deﬁnes the set of studio procedures, thus leaving no places which are not fully
deﬁned, as happens in the traditional score, which naturally, ensures plurality of interpretations. An electronic piece, fully deﬁned in its recording
as well as in its sound realisation in a studio, constituted a case which did
not meet the premises of Ingarden’s theory and thus it would be diﬃcult to
deny the correctness of Lissa’s comments (her knowledge of the nuances of
electronic music was undoubtedly greater than Ingarden’s, who looked to
nineteenth-century classics) which, however, do not erode the main structure of Ingarden’s conception.
The discussion between Zoﬁa Lissa and Roman Ingarden provides further
evidence of her approach to musical phenomena in their historical, changing
manifestations, resulting from her conviction that conceptions about musical compositions are not given once and for all, but undergo transformations
together with the works themselves. It is also undoubtedly the case that it
was precisely then, in the second half of the twentieth century, that the traditional conception of a work of art as an opus perfectum et absolutum underwent changes and re-evaluations to an unprecedented extent. However, it is
regrettable that the discussion between the two scholars was limited to the
status of electronic and aleatoric works, and did not include such a fundamental aesthetic issue as the multi-layered nature of a musical composition.
Although Lissa “ﬂagged” that question for Ingarden even before the war, in
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the text ‘O komizmie muzycznym’ from 1938, quoted earlier, it was ﬁnally
left without a response.
Lissa’s mature output comprises studies devoted to such subjects as the
temporal aspects of a musical composition, the character of being a process,
and the perception and understanding of music. These works reﬂect the aesthetic views of this Polish scholar on key problems of music understood primarily as a social and historical phenomenon, in the perspective of its deep
connections to culture in general. Alongside the main issues of modern music aesthetics, such as the essence of a work of music and value in music, Lissa
also turned her attention to historical questions, with particularly close consideration of German musical thought from the romantic period — the views
of A.W. Schlegel and J.G. Herder. A diﬀerent area of interest from her mature
period is represented by articles on ﬁlm music. Also here Lissa conducted
interdisciplinary research, as evidenced by the text on ‘Film a opera. Z zagadnień krzyżowania konwencji gatunkowych w sztuce’ [Film and Opera.
On the Issues of Crossing Genre Conventions in Art] (Lissa 1963).
The ﬁrst of Lissa’s collections of writings on music and aesthetics bearing the title Szkice z estetyki muzycznej [Essays in Music Aesthetics] appeared
in 1965 (Lissa 1965). It contained the following texts: ‘O komizmie muzycznym’ [On Comicality in Music] (1937); ‘Rola kojarzeń w percepcji dzieł
muzycznych’ [The Role of Associations in the Perception of Musical Compositions] (1954); ‘O ewolucji percepcji muzycznej’ [On the Evolution of Music
Perception] (1959); ‘O wielowarstwowości kultury muzycznej’ [On the Multilayered Nature of Musical Culture] (1959); ‘O stylu narodowym w muzyce’
[On National Style in Music] (1960); ‘Estetyczne funkcje ciszy i pauzy w muzyce’ [Aesthetic Functions of Silence and Rest in Music] (1961); ‘Teoriopoznawcza analiza struktury czasowej gatunków muzycznych’ [Epistemological Analysis of Temporal Structure in Musical Genres] (1964); ‘Romantyzm
w muzyce: deﬁnicja, kryteria, periodyzacja’ [Romanticism in Music: Deﬁnition, Criteria, Periodisation] (1967); ‘O cytacie w muzyce”[On Quotations
in Music] (1966); ‘O procesualnym charakterze dzieła muzycznego” [On the
Character of the Musical Composition as a Process] (1965).
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In 1975 Lissa published Nowe szkice z estetyki muzycznej [New Essays on Music Aesthetics] (Lissa 1975), which contained seven studies in two parts: I —
‘O istocie dzieła muzycznego’ [On the Essence of a Work of Music] (1968);
‘O tzw. rozumieniu muzyki’ [On the So-Called Understanding of Music]
(1974); ‘O wartości w muzyce’ [On Value in Music] (1969); II — ‘Świadomość historyczna w muzyce i jej rola we współczesnej kulturze muzycznej’
[Historical Awareness in Music and its Role in Contemporary Musical Culture] (1972); ‘Recepcja muzyczna jako współczynnik historii muzyki’ [Reception of Music as a Factor in the History of Music] (1971); ‘Prolegomena do
teorii tradycji w muzyce’ [Prolegomenon to the Theory of Tradition in Music] (1970); ‘Muzyka a rewolucja’ [Music and Revolution] (1974). The same
year also saw the publication of a collection of Lissa’s writings in German,
under the title Neue Aufsätze zur Musikästhetik (Lissa 1975a), which included:
‘Über das Wesen des Musikwerkes’ (1968); ‘Ebenen des musikalischen Verstehens’ (1974); ‘Zur Theorie der musikalischen Rezeption’ (1974), ‘Musikalisches Gechichtsbewusstsein — Segen oder Fluch?’ (1973); ‘Einige kritische
Bemerkungen zur Ingardenschen Theorie des musikalischen Werkes’ (1972);
‘Prolegomena zur Theorie der Tradition in der Musik’ (1970); ‘Musik und
Revolution’ (1974).
It is signiﬁcant that none of the collections referred to above contained
Lissa’s works adhering to the Marxist-Leninist and socialist realism doctrine.
That decision clearly indicates that she did not regard them as part of the core
of her achievement, in a sense bracketing them out, excluding this group of
texts from her academic biography and, at the same time, bringing closer to
the core the works written before the war and those written after 1956.
The areas of research initiated by Zoﬁa Lissa during the interwar period,
and developed by her after the October “thaw” of 1956, in an atmosphere
free of ideological pressures, allow us to recognise in her an outstanding
representative of twentieth-century aesthetics of music, although by now her
achievements in that ﬁeld are acquiring more of a historical value. This results, on the one hand, from the methodological orientation she adopted,
i.e. the links to gestalt psychology, historicism and structuralism and, on
the other, references to manifestations of musical life which were current
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at the time and which included the oﬀerings of the Polish and world second avant-garde presented at the “Warsaw Autumn” festivals. One has to
admit that Lissa was an attentive observer of these musical events, and reﬂected on them, confronting the proposals of the new music, which sometimes involved radical conceptions of a work of music and its reception (comprehension), with the traditional ﬁndings of music aesthetics. Her ideas on
aesthetics, while they encompassed the latest manifestations of musical life,
remained linked to the modernist trend and, naturally, did not extend to include musical post-modernity.
The value of Zoﬁa Lissa’s legacy in the aesthetics of music consists primarily in the multi-aspectual and interdisciplinary nature of her reﬂections
which, starting with the question of the meaning of music as a tool of human communication, came to include a number of fundamental issues, such
as the nature and structure of a work of music, semantics and non-semantics
in music, its experience and understanding and, ﬁnally, the aesthetic foundations of ﬁlm music. However, it is not just the range of issues undertaken
by her, which, after all, was the object of deliberations by many twentiethcentury thinkers about music, but the manner in which she approached them
which make her writings of value. What made Lissa’s aesthetic reﬂections
individual was the dual perspective in which she viewed a work of music:
ﬁrstly psychological, as an object which acquires full meaning during the
process of perception, and secondly sociological, as a social product, conditioned by historical and transcultural circumstances.
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